Supervisory Committee Flow Chart

Are you in a Fred Hutch-based lab?
- NO
  - Is your Chair endorsed?
    - NO
      - Appoint a different GSR
    - YES
      - Is your GSR endorsed?
        - NO
          - Does your GSR have a Primary appointment in the same Hutch Division as your Chair?
            - YES
              - Appoint a different GSR
            - NO
              - Does your GSR have a Primary, Joint, or Affiliate appointment in the UW department endorsing your Chair?
                - YES
                  - Not including your Chair and your GSR, is at least ONE member of your committee endorsed?
                    - NO
                      - Email Maia with the name and email of:
                        1. Chair
                        2. GSR
                        3. Committee members
                    - YES
                      - You can either:
                        1. Select a different member who is endorsed.
                        2. Keep unendorsed member but add TWO endorsed members to create a majority of endorsed committee members.
                - NO
                  - Appoint a different GSR
                  - Email Maia with the name and email of:
                    1. Chair
                    2. GSR
                    3. Committee members

Are you in a UW, ISB, CIDR, VA or BRI-based lab?
- YES
  - Is your Chair endorsed?
    - NO
      - You must appoint an endorsed nominal Chair
    - YES
      - Is your GSR endorsed?
        - NO
          - Does your GSR have a Primary, Joint, or Affiliate appointment in your Chair’s affiliated UW Department?
            - YES
              - Not including your Chair and your GSR, is at least ONE member of your committee endorsed?
                - NO
                  - Appoint a different GSR
                - YES
                  - Email Maia with the name and email of:
                    1. Chair
                    2. GSR
                    3. Committee members
        - YES
          - You can either:
            1. Select a different member who is endorsed.
            2. Keep unendorsed member but add TWO endorsed members to create a majority of endorsed committee members.
          - Email Maia with the name and email of:
            1. Chair
            2. GSR
            3. Committee members

Glossary
Endorsement: Designation by Graduate School to actively participate in graduate education. Faculty receive endorsement through UW Department.
Graduate School Representative (GSR): Represent the Graduate School and assure that all procedures are carried out fairly and according to the guidelines of The Graduate School.